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Abstract  
To solve problems in the related to digital image modification generally require experimental work involving 
software modeling and testing with large sets of images. This paper is presenting an overview of the fundamental 
steps of digital image modification. Some details of the layout and the working of an experimental software system 
that has been developed and executed using MATLAB is introduced. In this modeling system, a user friendly GUI is 
developed and two alternative methods for image acquisition are executed. Few algorithms based on computing 
operators for image modification are studied, programmed and examined. This research paper also includes an 
analysis and a software executed for an image comparing technique. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Image modification is any form of  signal modification, where input signal is an image, the  output may be 
either an image or a set of characteristics or  parameters based on the image. Image-modification techniques 
involve treating the image as a  two-dimensional  array and applying standard signal-modification techniques 
on it. Uses of digital image modification methods are so varied and can be listed into two main categories 
(which are improvement of pictorial information for human interpretation; and modification). Modification of 
information signal for human interpretation is apparent. Studying pollution patterns from satellite imagery, 
image enhancement and restoration to process degraded images of unrecoverable objects are two further 
applications that can basically serve geographers and archeologists respectively. In machine applications, 
interest focuses on procedures to extracting information from an image in a form suitable for computer 
modification.  
Another way, by which one can possibly develop a basic understanding of the extent of image modification 
applications is to categorize images according to their sources. Images based on radiation from the Electro-
Magnetic spectrum are the most common, especially images in the X-ray and visual bands of the spectrum. 
Images from other sources include acoustic imaging, electron microscopy, and synthetic (computer-
generated) imaging.  
The digital image modification involves a number of fundamental steps (e.g. image acquisition, image 
enhancement and premodification, edge detection and division, representation and description, and 
comparing and recognition). The output signal of these steps is either an image or an image attribute. 
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An extensive body of literature including research papers, books, technical reports can be found addressing 

the subject of digital image modification. Books are normally covering all, or most of the given fundamental 
steps of image modification [1], [2]. In addition to text and reference books, published work on image 
modification and classification can also be found in journal research papers. [3] - [7]. regarding to the theory 
and methods related to the step of comparing and recognition and research work is extensive too [8] -[14].  
An important properties in the design of systems is of testing and experimentation that is normally required 
before arriving at an acceptable solution and hence obtaining a system implementation. This characteristic is 
applied to the field of digital image modification, where extensive experimental work involving software 
modeling and testing with large sets of  images is generally required to offer solutions to problems.  
In the next section of this paper, some of the fundamental steps of image modification and analysis are 
briefly presented. Most of the algorithms and methods being executed as software programs in this paper are 
basically related to the theory described in this. The developed software is described in terms of its basic 
architecture and operation. Experimental results are used to illustrate the main functions performed by the 
software in section 3, and section 4, is dedicated for presenting results of those experimental examples with 
one input image being considered to form a case study. Obtained output images are tabulated under two 
headings to show the performance of different computing operators used for image edge detection. Further, 
in this section a discussion of the results is presented as well as performance evaluation. Section 5 includes 
concluding remarks about the material presented in this paper. Lastly, a list of references is appearing in 
section 6. 
 

2. FUNDAMENTAL STEPS IN IMAGE MODIFICATION 
 
The field of digital image modification is referring to modification digital images using a digital computer. 
Whereas, a digital image is composed of a finite components, each of which has a particular location, 
properties and value. These components are referred to as picture components, image components, or 
pixels.  
Before going to modification an image, it is converted into a digital form. Among the many and variant 
possible modification and analysis steps performed on a digital image signal, we, in this research paper, are 
more interested in image edge detection and segmentation, and image comparing and recognition 
processes. 
 

2.1 Edge Detection 
Edge detection is a type of image division techniques, whose function is to determine the presence of an 
edge or a line in an image and outlines them in an significant way. Applying edge detection leads to 
simplifying the image modification, whereas the amount of data that is of most concern is minimized. 
Generally, an edge is defined as the border between two image regions, where large changes in intensity 
occur. The detection operation begins with the examination of the local discontinuity at each pixel element in 
an image. Amplitude, orientation, and location of a particular region in the image that is of interest, are 
essentially important characteristics of possible edges. Based on these characteristics, the detector has to 
decide whether each of the examined pixels is an edge or not.  
A widely used method for first order derivative edge detection, which is adopted in this paper is based on 
evaluating the gradients generated along two orthogonal directions.  
According to this method, an edge is judged present if the gradient exceeds a defined threshold value, t = T. 
For a location (x,y), the gradient can be computed as the derivatives along both orthogonal axes: 
 

G(x,y)=
  

   
cos +

  

   
sin  ..............(1) 

 
The gradient is estimated in a direction normal to the edge gradient. The spatial average gradient can be 
written as: 

G(j,k) =  
                 

      
 ...................(2) 

 

In equations (1) and (2), F(x, y) is the original input image, whereas G(j, k) refers to the output differential 
image.  A simplest discrete row and column gradients (GR and GC)  are given by: 

GR (j,k) = F(j,k) – F(j,k-1) (3) 
GC (j,k) = F(j,k) – F(j+1,k) (4) 

 
Based on equations (3) and (4), Roberts proposed an operator for edge detection by evaluating 

gradients and the directions, for image pixels, using a [2x2] array, which is referred to as computing 
operators.  
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The components of the Roberts computing operators are: 
Prewitt, Sobel, and Canny have developed other edge detector operators, whose computing operators for 
both x, and y axis are tabulated in Table I. The computing operators are [3x3] arrays. 
After applying an edge detector, a smoothing process can be conducted. A function called Canny 

smoothing is adopted in this paper. 
 
 

 

Computing operators for three edge detector operators  
 
2.2 Image Comparing 
The comparing process is refereeing to finding a correspondence between various data sets. The data sets 
can represent images, photographs, maps or any other form of object model. Comparing has always been a 
challenging problem in the area of image research and development. Some factors, which can pose 
problems in image comparing includes, but not limited to; changes in the image content, plane rotation, 
change in scale, change in illumination, and differences caused by electronic noise. The basic principle of 
comparing is to search through all the pixels for the right area which is identical to a given template image. 
However, because images are normally having huge amount of pixels, it’s not realistic from the performance 
point of view to apply a complete search in the image space. For this specific reason, proposed image 
comparing algorithms are improved to reduce searching time and having an optimized performance. Another 
fact that required to be considered as well is existence of various number of image comparing algorithms 
tailored to suit specific applications such that no general algorithm is available that is optimized for all variety 
of uses. Image comparing algorithms are categorized as; area based, feature based, transformation model, 
direct methods, and image nature based methods. For the experimental and modeling purposes, in this 
paper, a relatively simple comparing algorithm is proposed and adopted. Our algorithm depends on the basic 
principle of image comparing, where all image space is considered as a region of interest (ROI) and 
corresponding pixels of the two input images (original and target) are compared. A condition is that images 
are of the dimensions. If all pixels are found identical then input images are considered matched. The 
algorithm however, may accept some differences between corresponding pixels and still consider a 
comparing decision for input images, if the user fixes a threshold value for such acceptable differences. 
 
2.3 MATLAB and Digital Image Modification 
MATLAB is a higher performance language for mathematical computing. It is used for computation, 
visualization, and programming in an easy-to-use environment where problems and solutions are expressed 
in mathematical notation. The basic data element in MATLAB, which is an interactive system, is a matrix. 
This allows finding solutions to many technical computing problems, especially those involving matrix 
representations, in a relatively short time compared to the time required to write a program in a scalar non-
interactive language such as C.  
MATLAB is complemented by a family of application-specific solutions called toolboxes. The Image 
Modification Toolbox is a collection of MATLAB functions (called M-functions or M-files) that extend the 
capability of the MATLAB environment to solve digital image modification problems. The toolbox 
supports four types of images: ( Gray-scale, Binary, Indexed, and RGB images). MATLAB provides specific 
functions that perform converting images from one form to another.  
Edges of an image are considered a type of main information that can be extracted by applying detectors 
with different techniques. The Image Modification Toolbox includes a group of edge detectors through its 
edge function. This functionality allows one to specify any of the derivative (gradient) filters discussed in the 
preceding section. The edge function accepts an intensity image and returns a MATLAB binary image, where 
pixel values of 1 indicate where the detector located an edge and 0 otherwise. 
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3. THE SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION 
Since a graphical user interface (GUI) has been created, the software runs by typing “guide” at the MATLAB 
command prompt. This command displays the GUIDE Quick Start dialog box. This is followed by selecting 
to open an existing GUI, whose main page looks as in Fig. 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1: Main screen in the GUI of the software. 

 
 
In figure1, it can be noticed that the GUI is being programmed to perform functions that are serving the 
objectives of the software. At the left side, two push buttons are referring to the two alternatives offered for 
image acquisition (namely; importing an image from a file or initializing an online camera).  
At the middle of the GUI screen is a list of edge detection computing operators (namely; Canny, Sobel, 
Prewitt) that may be applied to the acquired input image. In the GUI screen, the input image will be placed at 
the square above the list of operators. Note also a push button named “smoothing”. A smoothing operation 
may be applied to an input image for its edges to be both detected and smoothed.  
At the left side of the list of computing operators there exists a button entitled “Part I: Using computing 

operators’ equations from MATLAB”, while the button at the right side is entitled “Part II: Programmed 

equations of computing operators”. Importing an image, and selecting an operator from the dots shown will 

cause output images to be appearing at both sides of the list of functions, as shown in Fig. 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2: Main screen in the GUI of the software with an input image processed and analyzed using the two 
edge detection techniques. 

 
On the other hand, pushing either of buttons Part I or Part II will cause a new GUI screen to be opened. GUI 
screens related to Part I and Part II are shown in Fig. 3 and 4 respectively. The GUI screen shown in Fig. 3 is 
displayed when the user choice is part I, as per Fig. 1. Fig. 3 has a list of functions appearing on seven push 
buttons. After an input image is acquired by pushing the button “Import Image”. This image is then displayed 
in the left box, and from the list of other functions, a computing operator can be chosen to be applied to it. 
Fig. 2 shows that “Canny” operator was the choice. The software will have the input image analyzed and its 
edges are detected. The output image is displayed in the right hand side box. 
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Fig. 3:  A GUI screen related to Part I: Using computing operators’ equations from MATLAB. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4:  A GUI screen related to Part II: Programmed equations of computing operators. 
Both the input and output images can be saved at a file, which the user has to choose. Other functions, 
including other computing operators, can be applied to the same or a different image. The online camera, 
whose push button is appearing at the right of the GUI screen can be activated, a still image captured, saved 
on a file, and hence being ready to be imported.  
It should be noted that all what is described about Fig. 3 is simply applied to Fig. 4., shows how images can 
be saved on a chosen file. 
In the next section, the results comprising output images, for both parts with all the computing operators and 
the smoothing function have been applied are presented. The same input image is used such that a case 
study is offered for the results to be discussed and hence the methods adopted are evaluated.  
In Fig. 6 (a, and b), GUI screens are displayed, where a comparing algorithm is applied with two images 
used as the input. The algorithm, which requires input images to be of the same dimensions (here 
=1660x1250 pixels), is analyzing both images, pixel per pixel, in the intention of finding out whether the 
images are matched or not. The output image is programmed to contain the difference between the content 
of the one to one corresponding pixels. In Fig. (6.a), since the same image is used as the input, no difference 
is found, and the comparing algorithm displays a message telling that both images are the same. In Figure 
(6,b), however, the second input image looks slightly different. The comparing algorithm, after analysis, also 
displays that images are the same. That’s because we fix a threshold representing the allowed difference ( 
here ≥ 266085 pixels = 12.8%). If the threshold value is decreased then the images will be considered as not 
comparing. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(a) (b)  

Fig. 6:  A GUI screen demonstrating an image comparing algorithm. Images of (2.075 Mpixels each) 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In the previous section, few experimental results were shown and further results will be included in this 
section. Experimentation on image edge detection is divided up into two parts. Part I is intended to use the 
built in MATLAB functions for the image detectors. Part II, on the other hand, depends on executing m-files 
that are developed based on the theory presented in section 2 of this paper.  
To formulate a case study, one input image as shown in Fig. 7 is adopted. The outputs for performing edge 
detection methods using four different computing operators (Canny, Sobel, Roberts, and Prewitt) with the 
concepts of both Parts I and II are presented in Fig. 8. The last row of Fig. 8 shows how detected edges can 
be further thinned in a smoothing process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7: The image (nests.jpg) is used as the input for experimentation. 

 
To develop a performance criteria and methods to evaluate the effectiveness of each edge detector, two 
factors are considered crucial. These factors are; locating a real edge pixel and finding the edge slope angle 
and its spatial orientation. According to this, the probability of correct edge detection against probability of 
false detection can make a comprehensive comparison of several edge detector s. As a general observation 
of the results shown in Fig. 8, Sobel can be considered as the best among the set of operators used. This is 
followed by the Canny operator as the second in performance. Prewitt followed by Roberts operators can be 
ranked as the third and the fourth within the levels of evaluated performance. 
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fig. 8:  Edge detected output images for different computing operators with various methods adopted. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

Basic concepts and the importance of digital image modification in our life applications are briefly presented 
in this research paper. Some of the fundamental steps in modification of an image are also summarized. 
The paper further mentioned that MATLAB i s a high- performance language for technical computing. Among 
the many modification and analysis practices which may be performed on a digital image, the edge 
detection concepts and techniques are investigated. A software system is developed allowing for a 
comparison between various edge detection methods. MATLAB with its programming language is used for 
designing and implementing a graphical user interface (GUI) and for writing the necessary code. Many 
experimental examples are used in evaluating the performance of the adopted edge detectors. The image 
comparing issue is also being addressed in this research, where a comparing algorithm is proposed and 
executed. Examples on the operation of the algorithm have illustrated that it can successfully do recognition 
for images, whose differences are within an acceptable threshold fixed by the user. Its worth mentioning 
also that a camera is integrated with the system and hence controlled by the software via its push button 
appearing on the GUI screen. Having the camera as an input device gives our experimental system, a 
practical feature of being a standalone system.  
In addition to the reasonable flexibility of the system, where its possible to expand in the functions being 
studied (e.g. more edge detection operators or more comparing algorithms), most of the functions 
presented in this paper can be further investigated and their performance improved . 
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